
Future-Proof Your 
Hybrid IT with Cyxtera

The modern enterprise, challenged by the demands 
of digital transformation, requires an IT infrastructure 
that is agile, scalable, and cost efficient. A hybrid 
approach to IT provides the infrastructure businesses 
need to accomplish these goals.

The benefits of Hybrid IT are numerous, including 
increased agility allowing businesses to rapidly 
scale operations according to marketplace demand. 

Businesses also retain control of their data and 
IT resources—crucial for ensuring regulatory 
compliance and data security.

With Hybrid IT, businesses can choose the most 
cost-effective option for each workload using a hybrid 
mix of on-premise, private cloud, and public cloud 
resources. This flexibility enables them to respond 
quickly to changes in demand.

A global footprint of 61 data centers in 28 markets

Robust carrier-neutral interconnection services with 
rapid, low-latency, direct connections

A thriving partner ecosystem of network, compute, 
and storage technology providers

Future-ready, intelligently automated platform 

Software-powered, self-service portal for on-demand 
provisioning and remote management of data centers
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Why migrate to Cyxtera?

Hybrid IT enables increased agility, scalability, 
and cost optimization for modern enterprises

Hybrid IT is the key to unlocking the full IT potential of the modern enterprise.

https://www.cyxtera.com/


The Solution: Flexible Hybrid IT 
Infrastructure Options
Offering a complete suite of power, space, interconnection, 
compute bare metal, and remote management solutions, 
Cyxtera’s software-defined platform and highly interconnected 
ecosystem allows for on-demand provisioning of in-house and 
partner solutions and provides enterprises with the foundation 
needed to modernize IT infrastructures and compete in today’s 
digital world.
 
Smarter and more agile than traditional colocation providers, 
Cyxtera offers on-demand provisioning services and a 
software-programmable network for rapid extendibility and 
interconnectivity. By blending physical colocation with as-a-
Service offerings, Cyxtera provides cloud-like agility with the 
security, control, and performance of the traditional data center.

More than 2,300 leading enterprises around the world trust Cyxtera as a strategic 
platform partner. We think ahead and innovate infrastructure so you don’t have to.

Customers can choose from an array of offerings to future-proof 
a Hybrid IT strategy:

SmartCabs Enterprise Bare Metal

On-Demand AI/ML Compute On-Demand Storage

Click-to-provision instant access to 
colocation cabinets featuring built-in 
power and an integrated, configurable, 
core network fabric.

Click-to-provision access to HPE ProLiant, 
Nutanix, Dell, and Fujitsu servers to 
efficiently adjust compute power to changing 
business needs.

Avoid significant capital outlays yet still 
quickly and easily provision AI and ML 
workloads with as-a-Service access to 
powerful NVIDIA® DGX A100 systems.

Zadara® Advanced Storage on-demand 
offers the power of enterprise-class 
data storage and management with the 
convenience of the cloud.

“After the third year, procuring a new server becomes more economical 
than maintaining existing infrastructure.”



Moving to Hybrid IT can be a complex undertaking for any organization. Cyxtera helps simplify Hybrid IT by 
providing a flexible infrastructure that can be adjusted to meet changing needs. such as:

Use cases

Our Services

Cyxtera’s sophisticated platform makes it easy to upgrade a dedicated, fully controlled environment 
simply by provisioning new resources via a web portal or API and migrating data and applications to 
new hardware. This eliminates downtime and ensures a smooth transition.

Cyxtera keeps businesses up and running in the event of outages or disasters with use of redundant 
power supplies and critical data backups.

Tech Refreshes

Disaster Recovery & Business Continuity

Data Center Migration & Consolidation

With our predictable, monthly pricing model, companies can avoid rigid contracts and costly capital 
investments.

High-Bandwidth Workloads

Cyxtera’s powerful network provides the speed and reliability needed for resource-intensive applications.

Colocation

Cyxtera offers one of the largest retail colocation 
footprints in the world. We can provide a range of 
Remote Hands services to manage routine operations, 
including server reboots, telecommunications support, 
equipment rack and stack, OS loads, and tape backups. 
Once we help companies architect their infrastructure 
environment, our experienced operations team 
provides support every step of the way so enterprises 
can focus on strategic IT initiatives.

Interconnection

As one of the largest interconnection providers, 
Cyxtera’s carrier- and cloud-neutral, densely 
connected global data centers deliver the local, global, 
and cloud connectivity options needed for today’s 
distributed Hybrid IT. Through our extensive platform, 
companies can deploy virtual cross connects and 
private connectivity within our facilities, across a metro, 
and allowing for speed and simplicity of data center 
interconnections to accelerate time-to-market.
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On-demand Infrastructure

Cyxtera’s SmartCabs and Enterprise Bare Metal platforms provide the security, control, and performance of 
dedicated infrastructure in an on-demand OpEx model. Point, click, and provision ready-to-use colocation cabinets 
and workload-ready compute using the Cyxtera Portal. Deployment time is reduced from months to days and lowers 
infrastructure costs by 25-50%.

Offering the Speed, Savings, and Flexibility a Digital Business Demands

Why Cyxtera?

Deploy IT infrastructure in minutes, not months, 
with on-demand provisioning and connectivity.

Save up to 7X on cloud egress costs by establishing 
direct connections to cloud providers via Cyxtera 
data centers.

Faster Time-to-Market

Reduction of Hidden Cloud CostsReduced Complexity

Maximum Visibility Hybrid IT Strategy Development

Cyxtera’s simple, consistent interconnection model 
makes it fast and easy to establish connections both 
inside and outside the data center. 

Get complete visibility into all existing connections 
and easily add new ones via our powerful, fully 
automated platform.

With 300+ unique service providers, including 
cloud on-ramps, and 1,400+ deployments, Cyxtera 
enables enterprises to build secure, direct, and 
dynamic connections to scale digital business and 
accelerate growth. 

Flexible, Cost-effective Billing

Avoid rigid contracts and costly capital investments 
with our predictable, monthly pricing model. 

https://www.cyxtera.com/
https://twitter.com/cyxtera?ref_src=twsrc%5Egoogle%7Ctwcamp%5Eserp%7Ctwgr%5Eauthor
https://www.linkedin.com/company/cyxtera
https://www.facebook.com/cyxtera/

